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Abstract— This paper investigatesreliable and unreliable for-
warding strategies in a parallel-r elay network. We consider the
problemthat maximizesthe achievable rate under the total power
constraint that allows for the power allocation among the nodes.
We approach this problem by solving its dual with the objective
to communicate to the destination at rate � using minimum
transmitted power. Moti vated by applications in sensornetworks,
we assumelarge bandwidth resourcesallowing orthogonal trans-
missions at the nodes. In such a network, the energy cost per
information bit [1] during the reliable forwarding is minimized
by operating in the wideband regime.For the wideband decode-
and-forward (DF) strategy, wepresentthe optimum parallel-r elay
solution by identifying the best choice of relay nodes and the
optimum power allocation among them. We demonstrate that
the data should be sent over a single relay route thr ough one
relay that is in the “best” position in the network.

On the other hand, asobserved in [2], the benefit of unreliable
amplify-and-forward (AF) strategy diminishes in the wideband
regime. We characterize the optimum bandwidth for AF that
minimizes the total energy cost per information bit for our
network model.We show that transmitting in the optimum band-
width allows the network to operate in the linear regime where
the achieved rate increaseslinearly with transmit power. We then
identify the best subsetof AF relay nodesand characterize the
optimum power allocation per dimension among relays, for a
given source power and bandwidth.

Based on this analysis, we compare the energy-efficiency of
DF and AF in a one-relay network and show the regionswhere
each strategy is optimal.

Index Terms— Decode-and-forward, amplify-and-forward, op-
timum relay strategy, optimum bandwidth

I . INTRODUCTION

We considera Gaussianparallel-relaychannelconsistingof
a single source-destinationpair and

�
relays that dedicate

their resourcesto relaying information for the source.The
capacityof this network is not known for any finite

�
. For�����

, thecapacitywasfoundin [3] for thedegradedversion
of this channel.The asymptoticcapacityin the limit as the
numberof relays

�
tendsto infinity was found in [4], [5],

by employing unreliable forwarding at the relays. Another
strategy in which relaysdo not decodea message,but sendthe
compressedreceivedvaluesto the destination,wasconsidered
in [3] andextendedto a multiple relay channelin [6]. When
the relays are close to the destination,this strategy achieves
the antenna-clustering capacity [6].
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This approachis in contrast to the strategy where the
messageis reliably decodedat the relays,enablingrelaysto
re-encodeand forward the messageto the destination.This
strategy achieves the capacityof the degradedrelay channel
[3]. Its extensionto multiple relayswaspresentedin [7], [8].
Whenrelaysarecloseto the source,DF strategy canachieve
the capacityin a wirelessrelay network [8].

This paper investigatesreliable and unreliableforwarding
strategies in a parallel-relaynetwork. Motivated by applica-
tionsin sensornetworks,weassumelargebandwidthresources
allowing orthogonal transmissionsat the nodes.While the
minimum energy cost per information bit in a generalrelay
network is unknown [9], in our model,a decode-and-forward
network will minimize the energy costper informationbit [1]
by operatingin the widebandregime. However, as already
observed in [2], the AF strategy shouldoperatein a different
regime. A disadvantageof the AF strategy is that the relay
power is wastedamplifying the receiver noiseat a relay. This
effect worsensas the signalingbandwidthincreases.In fact,
for a network operatingin the widebandregime, there is no
benefitfrom relaysemploying the AF strategy.

With this observation in mind, we investigatethe perfor-
manceof the reliableandunreliableforwarding in a parallel-
relay network. We take approachof [10] and considertwo
dual problems;one that maximizesthe achievable rate given
the power constraintsandthe secondthat minimizesthe total
averagepower to supporta given rateat the destinationnode.
We presenttheoptimumsolutionfor thewidebandDF strategy
by identifying thebestchoiceof relaynodesandtheoptimum
power allocationamongthem. We demonstratethat the data
shouldbesentover a singlerelayroutethroughonerelay that
is in the “best” position in the network. We thencharacterize
the optimum bandwidth for AF and show that transmitting
in the optimum bandwidthallows the network to operatein
the linear regime where the achieved rate increaseslinearly
with transmit power. We then identify the best subsetof
AF relay nodesanddeterminethe optimum power allocation
per dimensionamongrelays, for a given sourcepower and
bandwidth.

Basedon this analysis,we comparethe energy-efficiency
of DF and AF in a one-relaynetwork while allowing each
strategy to transmit in its optimum bandwidth.We identify
the regionswhereeachstrategy performsbetter.

I I . SYSTEM MODEL

A Gaussianparallel-relaychannel is shown in Figure 1.
The channelconsistsof a single source-destinationpair and
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Fig. 1. Parallel-RelayChannel.�
relaysthat dedicatetheir resourcesto relayinginformation

for thesource.Eachtransmissionoccursduringa transmission
interval � in an orthogonalAWGN channelof bandwidth �
asin [11]. We view eachorthogonalchannelasa discrete-time
Gaussianchannelby representinga waveform of duration �
as a vector in the � �
	 ��� spacefor sufficiently large �
[12]. In eachtime slot, relay � observes a noisy versionof
the input �� transmittedat the source��������� ��� ������ � (1)

where � � is a Gaussianrandom variable with mean zero
and variance ���! 	 and

� �"�
is the channelgain between

the sourceand relay � . Relay � transmitssignal  � . The
destinationreceives noisy copiesof all inputs, as shown in
Figure 1. The received signal at the destinationat eachtime
slot in a discrete-timechannelis#$�&%�' �)( (2)

where
%

is a diagonalchannelgainmatrix with entries* �+���, - �/.10!2 � �3�426575758� � � . Vector
'9�3: �� 2657575 <;>= is

the vector of channelinputs and ( is the Gaussiannoise
vectorwith independentcomponentswith variance�?�! 	 . For
convenience,we assumetheunitsof poweraresuchthat ��� ��
.
We consider two different transmissionstrategies at the

relays:@
Decode-and-Forward: Thetransmissionfrom thesource
is reliably received at a relay. The relay decodesthe
message,re-encodesit and transmitsthat messagein an
orthogonalchannel.@
Amplify-and-F orward: The received signal at relay � ,�BA � AC�

is amplifiedandforwardedin anorthogonal
channel.For amplificationgain * ��DFE , relay transmits � � , * � � ��� � , * �HG � � �  � ��� �JI 5 (3)

I I I . OPTIMUM BANDWIDTH

To formulate the problem, we first consider the achiev-
able ratesper dimensionfor a given power allocation K �: L � 2ML 0 57565ML ; =ON where

L � is the sourcepower and
L �

is the
power at relay � .

For the given power
L � and the rate P at the source,relayQ

will be able to executethe DF strategy only if the rate P
canbe communicatedreliably from the sourceto relay

Q
with

power
L � . Thus it hasto hold that�SRUT4V�W � � �"XYL �� Z D P 5 (4)

Whenconstraint(4) is met for node
Q
, we saythat the source

makes node
Q

reliable. Let [ G L � I denotethe set of reliable
relays, i.e., those relays that are made reliable by a source
transmissionat power

L � andrate P , andcanthusexecutethe
DF strategy. For given [ G L � I , the parallel-relaynetwork (2)
is a Gaussianvectorchannelanalogousto a multiple antenna
system[13]. The achievablerateper dimensionis determined
by the maximum mutual information betweenthe channel
input

'
andoutput

#
. For the DF strategy, it is given by\^]`_ G K� I � �	 RaTbVdc � � L � - �� e � fXhg4i"jlk^m8n �	 RUT4Vdc � � LoX - X� e 5

(5)
On the other hand,any relay � that is assignedpower

L��
canamplify-and-forwardthereceivedsignal.Theamplification
gain * � is chosensuchthat the transmitpower at relay � isL �

and is found from (3) to be* �p� Lo�� � L � ��� � ���b2756575q��5 (6)

We can againuse the result for Gaussianvector channelsto
determinethe achievablerate for the AF strategy\^i�_ G K� I � �	 RUT4Vsr � � L �� t - �u� ;f�+v�0 �"� - �uLo�� � L � � - � L � ���xwBy 5

(7)
The following observation motivatesthe formulation of our
problem.

Lemma 1: For any givenpowerallocationK , � \ ]`_/G K` z� I
is increasingin � for the decode-andforward strategy. For
the amplify-and-forward strategy, thereexists finite �|{ that
maximizes � \^i�_ G K` z� I .
Lemma1 statesthe well known fact that the energy cost per
information bit for the DF strategy is maximizedwhen the
network operatesin the widebandregime [14]. On the other
hand,Lemma1 shows that the optimumoperatingbandwidth�|{ for the AF strategy is finite. Consider the maximum
achievable rate in bits/s at the destinationnode for the AF
strategy } �&	 � \^i�_ G~K� I

bits/s (8)

where
\ i�_

is given by (7). For large � ,RU�U��>��� } � - � L �RU� 	 (9)

which is the rate achieved in the widebandregime by direct
transmissionfrom the source.Therefore,when operatingin
thewidebandregime,thereis no benefitfrom transmissionsat
relaysthat employ AF strategy. This behavior waspreviously
observed in [2] in a parallel Gaussiannetwork with two
relays.With this observationin mind,we considertheproblem
to maximize the achievable rate in the network under the
given power constraint.Rather than consideringthe power
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constraint imposedon each transmitter, we considera less
restrictive power constrainton the total power in the network�<: '���' = A&L  	 � . BecauseDF and AF will not in general
operatein the samebandwidth,we comparethe performance
of two strategies,using the total power constraint� N K A�L�5 (10)

The problem of maximizing the achievable rate under the
total power constraint(10) has its dual with the objective to
communicateto thedestinationat rate P bits/susingminimum
transmitted power

L { . The two problems have analogous
solutions that becomethe samewhen

L { ��L
. In the rest

of the paperwe presentthe solution to the latter problem.

IV. DECODE-AND-FORWARD

When transmittingwith rate P , the sourcewill make nodeQ
reliable if constraint(4) is met. The achieved rate at the

destinationis then given by (5). This implies that, for the
source to communicateat rate P with the destination,we
require��RUT4Vdc � � L � - �� e � fXMg4i"j�k7m�n ��RUT4Vdc � � LoX - X� e D P 5 (11)

To optimizethetransmitpowers,we have to find thebestsub-
setof nodesto be madereliableso that they candecode-and-
forward the message.We usebinary variables � X to indicate
which relayswill bereliableandformulateour problemin the
following way:���U� ;f XUv � LoX (12)

subjectto (13)�SRUT4V�c � � L � - �� e � ;f Xav"0 � X ��RUT4Vdc � � L X - X� e D P 2 (12a)�SRaTbV W � � L � �"X� Zs� � X P 2
(12b)� X`�s�!E�27�4�b2 (12c)LoX�DCE�5
(12d)

In thelimit of large � , thisproblemsimplifiesto thewideband
DF relay problem:���U� ;f XUv � L�X (14)

subjectto
L � - � � ;f XUv�0 � X L X - X D P 2 (14a)L � � X � � X P 2 (14b)� X ����E�27�z��2 (14c)L X DCE�5

(14d)

Theorem 1: The widebandDF relay problem (14) admits
an optimal solution in which no more than one relay node
transmits.

Theorem1 holds becausewhen transmitting with severely
restrictedtransmitterpower, waterfilling over therelaysresults
in transmitting to the relay with the best channel to the
destination.

By Theorem1, it is sufficient to consideronly policiesthat
employ asinglerelay � . In thiscase,theproblem(14)becomes
the widebandsingle relay problem���U� L � � L�� (15)

subjectto
L � - � �)� ��L�� - ��D P 2 (15a)L � �"��D � � P 2 (15b)� ���s�!E�27�4�b2 (15c)L � 2ML��?DCE�5 (15d)

In the problem(15), onecanshow that relay � is usedonly if��� � - � and
- � � - � . In this case,the transmitpowersareL {� � P��� 2 L {� � PB� - �6Pz � �- � 5

(16)

The total transmittedpower of this solution isL {� � L {� � P¡  ��"� � �- � � - ��"� - ��¢ 5 (17)

We emphasizethat this is the optimal power assignmentfor
usingnode � aslong asnode � is a usefulrelay, in the sense
that � belongto the setof useful relays£��¤� Q^¥ � X � - � 2 - X � - � �b5 (18)

Finally, amongall useful relays � , we choosethat onewhich
minimizesthe total transmittedpower

L {� � L {� . We summarize
our observationsin the following theorem.

Theorem 2: If the set
£

of useful relaysis non-empty, the
optimalsolutionto thewidebandDF relayproblem(14) is for
the sourceto employ relay� { �p¦z§ V~���a�� g�¨   �� � � �- � � - �� � - ��¢ (19)

with powerassignmentgivenby (16);otherwise,if
£

is empty,
thendirect transmissionfrom the sourceto the destinationis
optimal.

V. AMPLIFY-AND-FORWARD

We now definethepower minimizationproblemfor the AF
strategy. We formulatethe problemin termsof the power per
dimension© � K` z� . The achievablerate (7) becomes\ i�_ªG © I � �	«RUT4Vsr � �H¬ � t - � � ;f�+v�0 � � - � ¬ ��"� ¬���� - � ¬ � � � w«y 5

(20)
Sincethe optimum bandwidthin this caseis not known, we
formulatethe AF relay problemasL { � ���a��® � 	 � � N © (21)

subjectto
	 � \ i�_ªG © I D P 2 (21a)© DCE�2 (21b)E�A � A �s¯~°�± 5 (21c)
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We assumethat �s¯~°�± is a maximumbandwidthavailable in
eachchannel.We choose�s¯~°q± sufficiently large to allow the
network to operatein the widebandregime. Let

G ©?{ 2 �|{ I
denote the optimum power and bandwidth allocation that
achieves

L { in (21). We first observe that, to achieve nonzero
rate in (21) and thus satisfy the rate constraint (21a), the
network usesbandwidth �|{ � E

and the sourcetransmits
with power ¬?{� � E . Furthermore,constraint(21a) is always
binding. Dependingon the values of the channel gains, a
solution to problem(21) may be a direct transmissionfrom
thesource,that is, ¬?{� �&E for all � �|�42657565q�

, �|{ � � ¯~°�±
and ¬?{� givenby (21a).Otherwise,thereis a subsetof ² AC�
relaysemploying the AF strategy.

The Lagrangianin Problem(21) is³ ��	 � ;f�+v � ¬ � �)´ G 	 � \ i�_ªG © I ��P I (22)

We next characterizethe optimum bandwidth for the AF
strategy in (21).

Lemma 2: For �s¯~°�± sufficiently large, the optimumband-
width for theAF strategy in (21) is strictly smallerthan �µ¯~°q± .
Proof for Lemma2 follows from the fact that, for any fixedK , � \^i�_ G K~ 4� I is decreasingin � for large � .

Given ©?{ for the AF strategy, it would be convenient to
relabel the nodes such that

�b2757565^2 ² relays are the active
transmitterswith powers ¬ {� � E and ¬ {� �¶E�2 � � ²
��42756575^2��

. From Lemma2, the optimum solution for the AF
strategy in (21) is never on the boundaryof constraint(21c),
that is

E�· �|{ · � ¯~°q± . By theKuhn-Tuckerconditions,this
implies ¸ ³¸ � ��	º¹f�+v � ¬ {� � 	 ´ \^i�_ G © { I �pE (23)

From (23), we obtain the Lagrangemultiplier´ �x» ¹�+v � ¬?{�\ i�_¼G © { I 5 (24)

For nodes� �&E�2657575 ² with non-zerotransmitterpowers,the
Kuhn-Tucker conditionsare¸ ³¸ ¬ � �&	 � {   � �½´ ¸ \ i�_ªG ©?{ I¸ ¬ � ¢ �pE � �&E�2757565^2 ² 5 (25)

From (24) and(25),¸ \ i�_ªG ©?{ I¸ ¬ � � �´ � \ i�_ªG ©?{ I» ¹�+v � ¬ {� � �pE�2756575 ² 5 (26)

The optimum power allocation
G ¬?{� 275657562 ¬?{¹ I can then be

determinedfrom ²¾� � equationsgiven by (26), independent
of P and �|{ . Theoptimumbandwidthcanbedeterminedsuch
that the solutionlies on the feasibility region boundary(21a):� { � P	z\^i�_ G © { I (27)

where the first ²¿� � elementsof ©?{ are nonzeroand are
given by

G ¬?{� 2 ¬?{0 265757562 ¬?{¹ I andthe rest
� �À²¾� � elements

arezero.From (21), (24) and(27),L { ��	 � { ¹f��v � ¬ {� � » ¹�+v � ¬?{�\ i�_ªG © { I�P � ´�P 5 (28)

We thusproved the following:
Theorem 3: The AF relay problem (21) has an optimum

solutionin which the optimumbandwidth �|{ , rate P andthe
total transmitpower

L { have a linear relationship.
We canview ´ asa ’power price’: increasingtherequiredrateP in (21) by Á�P , increasesthe minimum requiredtotal powerL { by ´�Á�P .

The optimum solution to the AF relay problem (21) is
specifiedby the optimum transmitpowers at the sourceand
the relays,operatingin the optimumbandwidth.To determine
the optimum power allocationrequiressolving the systemof
equationsgivenby (26) which doesnot appearasaneasytask.
Weapproachthisproblemby consideringasubproblemof (21)
that determinesthe optimum power allocationper dimension
amongrelaysonly, for a given sourcepower andbandwidth.

A. Optimum Power Allocation at Relays

To identify thebestsubsetof AF relaynodesfor any source
power andsignalingbandwidth,we let,Â ����Ã �"� - �� � ¬ � � � 5 (29)

The achievablerateper dimension(20) becomes\^i�_ G © I � �	 RUT4V r � �H¬�� t - ��� ;f�+v�0 � � Â�Ä� ¬ ��"� � Â Ä� ¬ � w«y 5
(30)

For fixed bandwidth and power at the source,maximizing\^i�_ G © I over the choiceof relay powers is equivalent to� ¦zÅÆ ;f�+v�0 �"� Â�Ä� ¬ �� � � Â Ä� ¬ � (31)

subjectto
;f�+v�0 ¬ � A ¬ � 2 (31a)Ç© DCE�5 (31b)

where
Ç© �È: ¬ 0!275657562 ¬�;<= is the vector of relay transmit

powers.The power per dimensionallocatedto relaysis¬ �½� L� �½¬�� (32)

where
L

is thetotalpowerconstraintasgivenby (10).Notethat
(31) solvesthe dual to (21) andfor

L��½L { the two problems
have identicalsolutions.FromtheKuhn-Tuckerconditions,the
optimumsolution to (31) is¬ {� � �"�Â �É  �� Ê � �Â � ¢ÌË � ���b2756575 ² (33)

where
Ê

is the Lagrangemultiplier and can be found such
thatboundaryconstraint(31a)is satisfiedwith equality. When
solving (31) for optimum

G �|{ 2 ¬?{� I , from (32) and (31a) it
follows that » ;�+v�0ÀÍ¬ {� �ÎL {  z� { �Ï¬ {� , and thus

Ç© { solves
(21).Alternatively, we couldderivesolution(33) directly from
(25).

From (33) we observe that the optimum AF strategy in
general employs a set of relays, unlike the optimum DF
strategy. The optimum choiceof relays strongly dependson
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Fig. 2. Power allocationamongrelayswhen operatingin low SNR at the
source

the sourcetransmitpower. Figures2 and3 show the optimum
power allocation among the relays spreadover an area in
betweensourceanddestination,for two significantlydifferent
sourcepowers. For a sourceoperatingat low-SNR, Figure
2 shows that the best choice is to relay through the nodes
that are close to the source.This is not surprisingsince, in
this case,the “broadcast”part of the channelfrom the source
to relays is weak. The solution thus tries to maximize the
performanceof thebroadcastsideby choosingnodesthathave
thehighestreceivedSNR.Thesituationis oppositein thehigh
SNR regimeat thesource,shown in Figure3, wherethe SNR
at the relays is high and relay-destinationchannellimits the
performanceof the network. The solution then chosesrelays
that have betterchannelto the destination.

Thus, the bestchoiceof relay nodessignificantly depends
on the transmit power at the sourceand our next goal is to
solve (21) anddeterminethe optimumoperatingpoint.

For two limiting power regimes,it follows from (29) that
the parameterÂ � is determinedby the channelgainsasÂ ���ÑÐ � ��� - ��2 in low-SNR regime, - �  z¬ � 2 in high-SNRregime

(34)

and is thus independentfrom ¬ � whensourceis operatingin
low-SNRregime.On theotherhand,from (33), a node � will
be selectas a relay when Â � � � Ê , for any given choiceof
bandwidthand sourcepower ¬�� . Increasing¬�� will have an
effect of increasing

Ê
andthusof shuttingdown relaysin the

increasingorder of Â � . The similar effect will occur when
sourceis operatingin high-SNRregime.This observationcan
then be usedto perform the searchfor the optimum power.
Finally, we comparethe energy-efficiency of DF and AF

supportingthe fixed rate P in the one-relaynetwork. For DF,
thenetwork operatesin the widebandregime.Thetotal power
for DF is givenby (17).For AF, for a givenbandwidth� , the
optimum power allocationper dimensionis determinedfrom
(21) and the optimum bandwidthis found numerically. The
comparisonof the power-efficiency is shown in Figure4.
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The dots,circlesandplusesindicate,respectively, the
regionswhereDF, AF anddirect transmissionsupportthe

rate P with minimum power.
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